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ABSTRACT
Recommender systems provide personalized suggestions about
items that users will �nd interesting. Typically, recom-
mender systems require a user interface that can \intelli-
gently" determine the interest of a user and use this infor-
mation to make suggestions. The common solution, \ex-
plicit ratings", where users tell the system what they think
about a piece of information, is well-understood and fairly
precise. However, having to stop to enter explicit ratings
can alter normal patterns of browsing and reading. A more
\intelligent" method is to use implicit ratings, where a rat-
ing is obtained by a method other than obtaining it directly
from the user. These implicit interest indicators have ob-
vious advantages, including removing the cost of the user
rating, and that every user interaction with the system can
contribute to an implicit rating.
Current recommender systems mostly do not use implicit

ratings, nor is the ability of implicit ratings to predict ac-
tual user interest well-understood. This research studies the
correlation between various implicit ratings and the explicit
rating for a single Web page. A Web browser was devel-
oped to record the user's actions (implicit ratings) and the
explicit rating of a page. Actions included mouse clicks,
mouse movement, scrolling and elapsed time. This browser
was used by over 80 people that browsed more than 2500
Web pages.
Using the data collected by the browser, the individual im-

plicit ratings and some combinations of implicit ratings were
analyzed and compared with the explicit rating. We found
that the time spent on a page, the amount of scrolling on a
page and the combination of time and scrolling had a strong
correlation with explicit interest, while individual scrolling
methods and mouse-clicks were ine�ective in predicting ex-
plicit interest.

1. INTRODUCTION
One way that intelligent user interfaces can be \intelli-

gent" is to understand the intentions of the user. The high-
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level is goal is to understand via interpreting sequences of
actions. The low-level goal is to understand simple actions,
such as scrolling down the text on a Web page or bookmark-
ing a Web page. Intelligently understanding the interest of
a user in an item is critical for many systems that use intel-
ligent user interfaces, particularly recommender systems [9,
17, 7, 5] that provide personalized suggestions about items
of interest.
In order to adaptively recommend information a system

must have \ratings" on each item from each user. The most
common and obvious solution is for the interface to use ex-
plicit ratings, where users tell the system what they think
about some object (e.g., a music CD) or piece of informa-
tion (e.g., a Newspaper article). Explicit ratings are well-
understood, fairly precise [18], and are common in everyday
life, due to movie reviews, restaurant `stars', etcetera.
However:

� Having to stop to enter explicit ratings can alter nor-
mal patterns of browsing and reading;

� Unless users perceive that there is a bene�t from pro-
viding ratings, they may stop providing them [4]. Hence,
users may continue to read, resulting in system use,
but no ratings at all [1];

� Research on the GroupLens system [16] found that
with explicit ratings, users were reading a lot more
articles than they were rating; and

� Collaborative �ltering requires many ratings to be en-
tered for every item in the system in order to provide
accurate predictions (i.e., the \sparsity" problem) [16].

Hence, explicit ratings, while common and trusted, may
not be as reliable as is often presumed. The solution? Use
implicit ratings. An implicit rating is a rating that is ob-
tained by a method other than obtaining it `directly' from
the user. Obvious advantages of implicit ratings are:

� they remove the cost of the user examining and rating
items;

� potentially, every user interaction with the system (and,
sometimes, the absence thereof) can contribute to an
implicit rating.

Although each implicit rating is likely to be less accurate
than an explicit rating, they:

� can be gathered for \free";
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� can be combined with other implicit ratings for a more
accurate rating; and

� can be combined with explicit ratings for an enhanced
rating (countering, for example, the \what I say is not
what I want" problem).

We believe that the capture and use of implicit ratings
has signi�cant bene�ts yet poses signi�cant challenges that
have yet to be investigated.
The main objective of this research is to collect, measure

and evaluate the predictive power of some promising implicit
interest indicators. We concentrate on interest/approval in-
dicators for a single, current Web page, based on a single be-
havioral sign or a pattern of behavior. To accurately gather
implicit interest indicators, we developed a Web browser,
called The Curious Browser, that allows us to capture users
actions as they browse the Web. We deployed the browser
in a user study with over 80 people browsing over 2500 Web
pages.
We analyzed the individual implicit ratings and some com-

binations of implicit ratings and compared them with the ex-
plicit ratings. We found that the time spent on a page, the
amount of scrolling on a page and the combination of time
and scrolling had a strong correlation with explicit interest,
while individual scrolling methods and mouse-clicks were in-
e�ective in predicting explicit interest. Moreover, implicit
interest indicators may be as e�ective as explicit interest in-
dicators in terms of accurate coverage while having none of
the user-costs from explicitly requesting user interest.
The contributions of this work are:

� Experimentally-based statistical analysis of the corre-
lation between the implicit interest indicators of mouse
activity, keyboard activity and time with explicit in-
terest.

� A categorization of implicit interest indicators.

� A Web browser that records a variety of implicit inter-
est indicators.1

� The dataset from the user experiments.2

The rest of this paper is as follows: Section 2 describes
related work in gathering implicit interest indicators; Sec-
tion 3 describes a general categorization of interest indica-
tors; Section 4 details our approach towards gathering im-
plicit interest indicators; Section 5 describes our user study
experiments and results; Section 6 analyzes the results from
the experiments; Section 7 presents our conclusions; and
Section 8 mentions some possible future work.

2. RELATED RESEARCH
We have divided related work in implicit ratings into three

categories: work that discusses the concept and application
of implicit ratings, work that uses the time spent accessing
an item as an implicit rating, and work that uses marking
an item as an implicit rating.

1Download from: http://perform.wpi.edu/
2Download from: http://perform.wpi.edu/

2.1 Concepts
Nichols [13] discusses the costs and bene�ts of using im-

plicit ratings for information �ltering applications. He cat-
egorizes implicit ratings by the actions a user may perform,
such as \Examine" for reading a whole item, or \Save" for
saving, bookmarking or printing an item. He observes that
the limited evidence suggests that implicit ratings may have
great potential, but that there has been little experimen-
tal work evaluating their e�ectiveness. He identi�es that
properly understood implicit ratings may be used in several
ways: the �rst is to provide more ratings upon which to base
predictions, and the second is as a check on explicit ratings
to decide when to ignore them or not. We propose to pro-
vide experimental evaluation of the e�ectiveness of implicit
ratings.
Oard and Kim [14] build upon work by Nichols [13] by

categorizing implicit ratings, dividing them into \Examina-
tion", where a user studies an item, \Retention" where a
user saves an item for later use, and \Reference" where a
user links all or part of an item into another item. They
suggest two strategies for using implicit ratings. Our work
proposes to experimentally evaluate one of their two strate-
gies using implicit ratings from one of the three categories
proposed.

2.2 Experiments on Examining
Morita and Shinoda [12] study the amount of time spent

reading a Usenet News article. They examined users in
a carefully controlled experimental environment in which
users were not allowed to interrupt their reading and only
read a carefully chosen news domain. They �nd that the
`time' people spend reading Net News articles is the primary
indication of them having interest in it. However, they �nd
no correlation between reading time and message length or
reading di�culty level. We propose to extend the study of
implicit ratings into a less well-controlled environment, with
more types of implicit ratings, to see if their statistically sig-
ni�cant results still hold. In addition, the \controlled" na-
ture of their experiments may have reduced the accuracy of
their studies, since in our experience [2], when you instruct
participants to read and rate articles, they actually spend
time reading them even if they do not �nd them interesting.
This may make the time/interest correlation even weaker.
Konstan et al [9] describe how the GroupLens system for

�ltering Usenet News studied the correlation between time
spent reading an article and the explicit ratings. They could
obtain substantially more ratings by using implicit ratings,
and predictions based on time spent reading are nearly as
accurate as predictions based on explicit ratings. They also
provide con�rmation of the results of Morita and Shinoda
[12]. Our work seeks to extend their experiments into alter-
native domains, as well as to greatly expand the number of
implicit ratings examined.
Goecks and Shavlik [3] measure browsing activity in an at-

tempt to predict the future activity of the user. They mod-
ify Microsoft's Internet Explorer to measure the amount of
mouse and scrolling activity. A single user browsed the web
looking for speci�c documents while their modi�ed browser
collected data. A neural network was trained on the data,
to see if they could accurately predict user activity on other
documents the user did not read. While they were able to ac-
curately predict user behavior for some unread documents,
their evaluation did not ascertain how well the user activity
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Figure 1: Explicit/Implicit Dimension of Interest.

correlates with user interest. Their methodology for gather-
ing Implicit Interest Indicators may prove valuable for our
experiments, and our proposed work will similarly analyze
mouse movement and scrolling. In addition, we will ana-
lyze additional user activities, while correlating the data to
explicit interest.

2.3 Experiments on Marking
Hill et al [8] monitor \read" and \edit" actions on a docu-

ment. The amount of time spent reading or editing an item
is termed the \wear" on the item, and is implicitly assumed
to indicate interest. However, these implicit ratings were not
analyzed to determine how accurately they correlated with
interest, but were merely displayed in a scrollbar so that
users can infer interest themselves by the \wear" provided
by other users. In addition to their time study, Morita and
Shinoda [12] record the actions (marks) on the Usenet News
articles: posted, saved or followed-up. They hypothesize
that this data could be useful for predicting interest. How-
ever, they do not analyze the correlation with user interest.
Our work provides a methodology for doing this.
Siteseer [15] uses the overlap between bookmark �les to

determine similarity among individuals. A user's bookmarks
are assumed to imply interest. The correlation among book-
marks, is similar to the Fab system described above. Our
research proposes to study to what degree implicit interest
indicators do, in fact, indicate interest. This would allow
systems such as Siteseer and Fab to adjust their prediction
algorithms accordingly.
Letizia [11] uses di�erent levels of marking to imply di�er-

ent amounts of interest. Letizia, which works in a web-based
environment, infers that saving a reference to an item im-
plies a strong amount of interest, following a link implies
a tentative amount of interest, repeated visits indicate an
increasing amount of interest, and passing over a link indi-
cates no interest unless the item is selected later. Our work
proposes to explicitly measure the level of interest for similar
interest indicators.

3. INTEREST INDICATOR CATEGORIES
Implicit interest indicators can be categorized in a va-

riety of ways. The most basic is to consider them on an
Implicit/Explicit dimension, as depicted in Figure 1.
This dimension is based on the time at which the user the

provided input (i.e., an action), and on whether, and how
much, inference is needed. The time might be \now", at
the time of viewing the page (e.g., explicit rating) or earlier
(e.g., user provided keywords). By \user action" we mean
an action that is `intended' to indicate interest. An exam-
ple of Explicit is \providing a rating", of Mixed is \keyword
match", and of Implicit is \time spent reading". While this
dimension clearly needs some additional study and re�ne-
ment (e.g., as it mixes action, intent and inference), another
bene�cial view is to consider `what' the user's input is.

User Tells
(Explicit)

User Does Not Tell
(Implicit)

Structure and
Content

Action
(Behavior)

e.g. user gives
         syn. & sem.
       preferences

e.g. user prefs
inferred

e.g. user
ratings

e.g. interest
indicators

(implicit ratings)

Figure 2: Categorizing Interest Indicators.

Figure 2 extends Figure 1 by depicting a two-dimensional
representation of all interest indicators. The horizontal axis
represents how explicit or implicit the interest indicator is.
The vertical axis represents whether the interest indication
comes from the structure or content of the item or from
the action of the user. Explicit interest ratings are at the
bottom left of the Figure. The implicit interest indicators
we propose to measure are in the bottom middle to bottom
right of the Figure.

� Explicit Interest Indicators. To explicitly indicate in-
terest, a user might select an interest value from a
`scale' that provides continuous levels. Alternatively,
they can be asked to select from `degree of interest'
buttons, representing a �xed scale.

� Marking Interest Indicators. Various user actions might
be considered as a form of marking, and can be inter-
preted as interest. These include bookmarking a Web
page, deleting a bookmark, saving the page as a �le,
emailing the page, or printing it.

� Manipulation Interest Indicators. Some actions, such
as cutting and pasting, can be considered as `manipu-
lation'. Others include opening a new browser window
(i.e., perhaps the user is keeping the current browser
window open to its current page because it is interest-
ing), searching in the page for text, or scrolling.

� Navigation Interest Indicators. If the user spends time
with the page open, follows, or doesn't follow a link,
then we can consider these to be forms of `navigation'
indicators.

� External Interest Indicators. External indicators are
concerned with the user's `physical' responses to infor-
mation, such as heart-rate, perspiration, temperature,
emotions and eye movements. While clearly di�cult to
obtain directly without special instrumentation, some
physical responses might be inferred from user actions.
For example, eye movements might be indicated by the
user `following along' through the text with the cur-
sor, or circling text with the cursor, while emotional
response might be indicated by rapid changes in the
rate of interaction.

� Repetition Interest Indicators. In general, we can hy-
pothesize that doing `more' of something means more
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interest. Thus inferences might be made from the user
spending more time on a page, doing lots of scrolling
through a page, and repeatedly visits to the same page.

� Negative Interest Indicators. Absence of an indicator
might be considered to be a \negative" indicator. We
suspect that there are some negative indicators that
are worth including. The problem with this approach
is that it is very di�cult to distinguish between, for
example, deliberately not visiting a page, and merely
just not visiting it. However, one could accumulate
evidence in order to increase the reliability of the in-
dicator. For example, if a user is `touring' a web site,
and on many occasions is only one link (i.e., one click)
away from visiting a web page, then we can assume
with some con�dence that this web page is not of in-
terest.

It is worth noting that some indicators may be context
sensitive, depending on the user's task/goal (e.g., brows-
ing versus searching), or the \category" of the page: i.e.,
whether it is a page of links in a menu-style, or just plain
text with embedded links. This might e�ect the importance
of links `not' taken. In general, layout has an e�ect on page
function, which a�ects the user's behavior.
In addition, di�erent combinations of indicators might

mean di�erent things. For example, if a user does not read a
document for very long, but they do bookmark it, the short
time might suggest that they do not like the page, while the
bookmark might suggest that they do. In this case, they
probably bookmarked it for later reading and we do not yet
know if they like it or not.

4. APPROACH
Our approach is to experimentally measure and analyze

several promising indicators presented in the previous sec-
tion (Section 3), in order to ascertain their e�ectiveness in
predicting explicit interest. We used the following method-
ology:

� Implement a browser to capture gather data on as
many Implicit Interest Indicators as possible.

� Conduct a user study with many participants browsing
the Web with our custom browser.

� Analyze correlation between implicit interest indica-
tors gathered and explicit interest.

This section details the Web browser we implemented,
called The Curious Browser, to capture some implicit inter-
est indicators from user actions as they browsed the Web.
The Curious Browser provides a Graphical User Interface
(GUI) that also captures mouse and the keyboard actions
as the user browses the Web. The �rst time each Web page
is visited, the Curious Browser stores the user name, the
URL, the time and date, the explicit rating and all implicit
interest indicators. Subsequent returns to the same page are
not recorded.

4.1 Graphical User Interface
The graphical user interface is written with Microsoft's

Internet Explorer (version 5.0) in mind, with additional but-
tons for evaluation, user study instructions, and exiting.
Figure 3 shows the main interface of the Curious Browser.

Figure 3: The Curious Browser. This is a screen shot

of the main interface.

Figure 4: Evaluation Window. This is a screen capture

of the window that pops up for users to give their explicit

rating of the current Web page.

As in normal Web browsing, clicking on a link will load
the appropriate Web page. However, before the current Web
page is closed, the user is presented with an evaluation win-
dow that prompts the user for their explicit rating on the
page just visited (see Section 4.5). Figure 4 shows a screen-
capture of the evaluation window. The explicit rating is
indicated by checking one of �ve unlabeled radio buttons
presented with a scale labeled \least" to \most" interest.
There is a sixth button labeled \no comment" that is the
default button selected.

4.2 Mouse Activities
The Curious Browser captures two mouse activities: the

number of mouse clicks and the time spent moving the mouse,
in milliseconds. Mouse activities are only captured when
the mouse is inside the bowser window and the browser is
in focus. The mouse is out of the browser window when
the mouse cursor is out of the main HTML page, the ver-
tical scroll bar, and the horizontal scroll bar. The browser
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window is not focused when a user activates another appli-
cation. The mouse activities are accumulated for each user
while on the page.

4.3 Scrollbar Activities
The Curious Browser captures two kinds of scrollbar ac-

tivities: the number of mouse events (clicks) on the horizon-
tal and vertical scroll bars and time spent scrolling. Simi-
lar to the mouse activities, scrolling activities are only cap-
tured when the mouse is inside the browser window and the
browser is in focus.

4.4 Keyboard Activities
As some people prefer using a keyboard to scroll instead

of the mouse, the Curious Browser captures action on 4
keys: Page Up, Page Down, Up Arrow and Down Arrow.
There are two di�erent keyboard activities: the number of
times that a user holds down these keys; and the other is the
amount of time, in milliseconds, that these keys were held
down. We store the data separately for each key.

4.5 Explicit Ratings
The Curious Browser explicitly asks for ratings (using the

window shown in Figure 4) whenever the user changes from
one page to another. This is typically done by following a
link, but can also be done by pushing the Evaluation button.
There are also several ways to change a page to another:
push the Back button, push the Forward button, or type
a URL address directly into the Address Bar and hit the
Enter key. In addition, the user can select the Evaluation
button at any time to enter an explicit rating.

5. EXPERIMENTS
We installed the Curious Browser on about 40 PC's run-

ning Microsoft Windows 98 on a computer lab open to all
WPI students and a private computer lab open to only com-
puter science students enrolled in our Webware (cs4241)
course.
Students from a Human-Computer Interaction class (cs3041)

as well as students from Webware were encouraged to par-
ticipate in the user study experiments. Students were in-
structed to open up the Curious Browser and browse the
Web for 20-30 minutes, but were not told the purpose of the
experiments.
The Curious Browser was available from March 20, 2000

to March 31, 2000. During this time, 75 students visited a
total of 2267 Web pages. 72 of the students visited all their
Web pages in one session while 3 students had 2 sessions.
They provided explicit ratings on only 1823 (80%) of the
URL's (the others were \no comment"). Figure 5 depicts
a histogram of the rating breakdown. The mean explicit
rating was 3.3.

6. ANALYSIS
The implicit interest indicators we analyze in this section

are:

1. The time spent on a page (Section 6.1).

2. The time spent moving the mouse (Section 6.2).

3. The number of mouse clicks (Section 6.3).

4. The time spent scrolling (Section 6.4).
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Figure 5: Explicit Rating Histogram. This �gure shows
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In addition, we analyze the coverage and accuracy of dif-
ferent types of implicit interest indicators (Section 6.5).
Initially, we analyzed the mean of each implicit interest in-

dicator versus the explicit rating. However, because of some
extreme outliers, the mean of any of the implicit indicator
proved to be a poor indicator of explicit interest. Thus, we
focus on the median and distribution of each indicator using
a Kruskal-Wallis test3 (based on .05 level of signi�cant) to
examine the degree of independence of the medians among
each explicit rating groups for each implicit interest indica-
tor. Details on the test results can be found in [10]4, but
are only summarized here due to lack of space.
We present the results below showing a box-plot, where

the box represents the range of values from the bottom quar-
tile (25%) to the top quartile (75%) and the median is de-
picted by a line in the middle. Although typical box-plots
are extended on the top and bottom by two \whiskers" that
extend to the full range of values, most of the whiskers are
cropped in the below �gures.

6.1 Time on Page versus Explicit Rating
The time spent on a page is captured immediately af-

ter loading the page until right before the page is exited.
It includes all the actions and the actual reading time for
the page, but does not include the time that the Curious
Browser is not in focus. Thus, factors that inuence its ac-
curacy include loading time (which, in turn, depends upon
speed of connection, CPU speed and the amount of Inter-
net tra�c) and how much of the active window time the
user actually spends looking at the Web page (as opposed
to going out for co�ee). Before running the test, we �ltered
out 91 outliers: 4 data points that have more than 1,200,000
milliseconds (about 20 minutes) spent on a page as the users
had likely stopped reading the page, and 87 data points that
had less than 1000 milliseconds (1 second) spent on a page
as we believe users cannot accurately assess interest in a
page in less than 1 second.
Figure 6 depicts a box-plot of the time spent on a page ver-

sus the explicit rating. The Kruskal-Wallis rejected the null

3Details on the Kruskal-Wallis test can be found in typical
statistics books.
4On the Web at: http://perform.wpi.edu/
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hypothesis (that the median values are the same), mean-
ing that the median values for each explicit rating group
di�ered. Our conclusion is that the total time spent on a
Web page is a good indicator of interest. This is a more
general result than found in [12] and [16] which showed the
correlation between time spent reading a News article and
interest.

6.2 Time Moving Mouse versus Explicit Rat-
ing

The time spent moving the mouse is measured as the to-
tal time the mouse position is changing inside the active
browser. Some users move the mouse while reading the win-
dow text or looking at interesting objects on the page, while
others move the mouse only to click on interesting links. Ei-
ther way, we hypothesized that the more mouse movement,
the more interesting a user would �nd the page.
Figure 7 depicts a box-plot of the time spent on a page

versus the explicit rating. The results from the Kruskal-
Wallis test rejected the null hypothesis, meaning that the
median values for each explicit rating group di�ered.
The median for a rating of 1 is signi�cantly less than the

median for the other explicit rating groups. The other ex-
plicit rating groups (2-5) have only small di�erences in the
median and distribution. Thus, we can observe that the
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Figure 8: Number of Mouse Clicks versus Explicit Rat-

ing.

time spent moving the mouse is directly proportional to the
explicit rating. However, they are not linearly proportional
to the explicit rating.
Our conclusion is that there is a positive relationship be-

tween the time spent moving the mouse and the explicit
rating, but mouse movements alone appear only useful for
determining which pages receive have the least amount of in-
terest but are not accurate for distinguishing amongst higher
levels of interest.

6.3 Number of Mouse Clicks versus Explicit
Rating

Mouse clicking may be a useful interest indicator, too,
as users click on links they �nd interesting (suggesting the
current page is a good gateway to interesting sites) and may
click on items on the page that look appealing.
Figure 8 depicts a box-plot of the number of mouse clicks

versus the explicit rating. The Kruskal-Wallis test failed to
reject the null hypothesis, meaning that the median values
for each explicit rating group may be the same. Our conclu-
sion is that for this experiment the number of mouse clicks
is not a good indicator of interest.

6.4 Scrolling versus Explicit Rating
We hypothesized that users scroll down a page that they

�nd interesting, most likely as they read the material or
occasionally as they search the page for interesting links to
follow. Users may scroll in a variety of ways: clicking on the
scroll bar, clicking and dragging the scrollbar, hitting page
up/down keys or hitting up/down arrow keys. Early analysis
of each scrolling method by itself revealed them to be poor
indicators of interest. We then attempted to combine some
of scrolling methods by adding the time spent in each in an
attempt to capture a the \total" scrolling amount.
Figure 9 depicts a box-plot of the time spent scrolling by

the mouse and the keyboard versus the explicit rating. The
Kruskal-Wallis test rejected the null hypothesis, meaning
that the median values for each explicit rating group are
di�erent. We conclude that the total time spent scrolling by
the mouse and the keyboard is a good indicator of interest.
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6.5 Summary
In this work, we developed a user interface in the form

of a customized Web browser in order to capture implicit
interest indicators. However, implicit detection of interest
can be deployed at the server or even at a proxy as well as
at the interface of a client. There are numerous advantages
to having server-side detection of implicit interest, notably
the ability of users to run any non-customized Web browser
they wish. Server-side detection also allows exibility in the
back-end processing that may accompany interest detection,
including storage in a database or updating a user pro�le.
If we assume that a Web server uses an established meth-

od for detecting Web sessions from the server logs [6], then,
within a session, the time a spent on a page can be ob-
tained by subtracting the access time for the previous page.
However, this method is only e�ective for the current Web
server. Thus, if a user jumps to another server, the time
spent on the last page of the current server cannot be used
as an implicit interest indicator.
Using this method of server-side implicit interest indica-

tors, based on our data server-side implicit interest detection
could only be used in about 70% of the Web pages visited,
compared with client-side implicit interest detection that
could be used in 100% of the Web pages visited. However,
server-side detection is comparable to explicit interest indi-
cation in which users provided ratings for only 80% of the
Web pages visited.
We can extend this analysis to the accuracy of the interest

indicators. We assume that the explicit interest indicators
are 100% accurate. We can measure the accuracy of the im-
plicit indicators we studied using the graphs shown in this
paper and measuring how many \false" predictions would
be made for each type of indicator. We assume a \false"
prediction is one that is o� by more than 2 in terms of
explicit interest, as this di�erence is enough to allow an im-
plicit prediction of \like" (1 or 2) when the explicit interest
could actually be a \disklike" (4 or 5) and vice versa. In
doing this accuracy analysis, we �nd time and scrolling to
be equally e�ective, providing about a 70% accuracy each.
Combining these results with the coverage results pre-

sented above, we �nd that explicit interest indicators provide
about 80% accurate coverage and client-side implicit interest
indicators provide about 70% accurate coverage. While the
di�erence of 10% between them is nontrivial, it is probably
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Figure 10: Coverage and Accuracy of Interest Indicator

Methods. Coverage refers to the percentage of indicators

that can be obtained. Accuracy is how likely they are to

reect true interest. Accurate coverage is a combination

of the accuracy and coverage.

an acceptable di�erence for practical purposes, suggesting
that implicit interest indicators can provide the same ef-
fectiveness as explicit interest indicators without the user
cost. Server-side only implicit interest indicators provide
only about about 50% accurate coverage, signi�cantly less
than either implicit interest indicators or explicit interest
indicators.
The relationship between coverage, accuracy and accurate

coverage fore the di�erent types of interest detection are
depicted in Figure 10. We note that combinations of interest
detectors, such as time spent on a Web page and the amount
of scrolling, may prove more accurate than any indicator
alone. Doing this analysis is an area of future work (see
Section 8).

7. CONCLUSIONS
One way a user-interface can be \intelligent" is to under-

stand the interest of the user in the current document. Ex-
plicit methods, such as asking users to rate the documents
they read, intrude upon the normal browsing process and
often are ignored by users. Implicit methods, while requir-
ing more sophisticated intelligent user interfaces, promise to
provide more interest indicators without the \cost" to the
users.
In this research we have categorized and experimentally

evaluated the e�ectiveness of several implicit interest indi-
cators in determining the explicit interest in a Web page.
Based on over 40 hours of Web browsing by over 70 stu-
dents, we �nd that time is good implicit indicator of interest
mouse movement and mouse clicks by themselves are inef-
fective implicit interest indicators. However, in using mouse
clicks and keyboard actions to infer the level of scrolling, we
obtain an means of determining the \amount" of scrolling
that also provides an e�ective indicator of interest.
The techniques used in this research provide a means of

gathering implicit interest indicators at the client through
a customized browser. However, implicit interest indicators
can be gathered at a Web server, too, primarily through
server logs. Although server-side indicators do not require
custom client software, they provide less accurate results
than do client-side implicit interest indicators.
The results presented promise to strengthen the predic-

tions by today's recommender systems and provide insight
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into other intelligent user interfaces that must infer user in-
terest in order to be e�ective.

8. FUTURE WORK
In this work, we have considered only the implicit inter-

est indicators alone, such as time versus interest or scrolling
versus interest. Combinations of interest detectors, such as
time spent on a Web page and the amount of scrolling, may
prove to be more accurate than any indicator alone. Implicit
interest indication may be combined with more explicit in-
dicators, such as ratings or even purchase history, to provide
even more e�ective interest indication.
Future work also suggests searching for a prediction func-

tion that accurately predicts explicit interest for a large per-
centage of users on a large percentage of pages tested. Sim-
ilarly, there may be a personalized prediction function that
can be tailored to an individual user, resulting in a more
accurate means of predicting explicit interest.
While our intent here was to establish the relationship

between implicit interest indicators and any kind of Web
browsing, it may be possible to come up with more accuracy
if the test domain is limited to speci�c types of pages or a
speci�c task. For instance, the correlation between time
spent reading a page and a user's interest may be stronger
if it is known that the user will not be doing tasks other than
browsing. In addition to browsing the Web at large that we
present here, we have considered casually reading an online
newspaper, looking up a topic in an online encyclopedia,
and searching for information using a search engine.
There are many more implicit interest indicators present

in other literature [13, 14], such as bookmarking or printing,
that need to be empirically evaluated as we have begun to
do for time and mouse activity.
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